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Intel NUC M15 barebook 38.1 cm (15") 1920 x 1080 pixels

Brand : Intel Product code: BBC710BCI7B02

Product name : ® NUC M15 Laptop Kit - LAPBC710

Bulk Intel® NUC M15 Laptop Kit, w/Intel® Core™ i7, Gray, FHD, 16GB

Intel NUC M15 barebook 38.1 cm (15") 1920 x 1080 pixels:

Max Turbo Frequency
Max turbo frequency is the maximum single core frequency at which the processor is capable of
operating using Intel® Turbo Boost Technology and, if present, Intel® Thermal Velocity Boost.
Frequency is typically measured in gigahertz (GHz), or billion cycles per second.
Intel NUC M15. Supported processor frequency (max): 4.7 GHz, Processor manufacturer: Intel, Processor
family: Intel® Core™ i7. Supported memory types: LPDDR4x-SDRAM, Internal memory: 16 GB,
Supported memory clock speeds: 4266 MHz. Graphics card family: Intel, Graphics card: Iris Xe. Display
diagonal: 38.1 cm (15"), Display resolution: 1920 x 1080 pixels, Aspect ratio: 16:9. Wi-Fi standards: Wi-Fi
6 (802.11ax)

Processor

Built-in processor *
Processor manufacturer Intel
Processor family Intel® Core™ i7
Processor generation 11th gen Intel® Core™ i7
Processor cores 4
Processor cache 12 MB
Supported processor frequency
(max) * 4.7 GHz

Compatible processor series Intel® Core™ i7

Memory

Internal memory 16 GB
Supported memory types * LPDDR4x-SDRAM
Supported memory clock speeds 4266 MHz

Video

Graphics card family Intel
Graphics card Iris Xe

Display

Display diagonal * 38.1 cm (15")
Display resolution 1920 x 1080 pixels
Aspect ratio 16:9
LED backlight

Network

Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi standards Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax)

Ports & interfaces

Thunderbolt 4 ports quantity 2

Software

Compatible operating systems Windows 10*

Weight & dimensions

Width 355 mm
Depth 230 mm
Height 14.9 mm

Logistics data

Export Control Classification
Number (ECCN) 5A992C
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standard fair use including avoidance of spamming, ripping, intellectual-property violations, privacy violations, and any other illegal activity.


